Computer invents new scientific theory without human help for the first time

The mystery of how flatworms regenerate has been solved independently by a computer. The discovery marks the first time that a computer has come up with a new scientific theory, without direct human help.

One of biology’s biggest mysteries — how a slice of flatworm can regenerate into new organisms — has been solved independently by a computer. The discovery marks the first time that a computer has come up with a new scientific theory, without direct human help.

Computer scientists from the University of Maryland programmed a computer to randomly predict how a worm species formed a regulatory network capable of regeneration, before evaluating those predictions through simulations.

After three days of continuously predicting, simulating and evaluating, the computer was able to come up with a core genetic network that explained how the worm species regeneration took place.

The study by Dani Lobis and Michael Levin, investigating regulatory networks from Experimental Morphological Phenotypes, was published on Thursday (6 June) in the journal PLoS.

“Is it just statistics or number-crunching?” Levin told Popular Mechanics. “The invention of models to explain what nature is doing is the most creative thing scientists do. This is the heart and soul of the scientific enterprise. None of us could have come up with this model; we (as a field) have failed to do so after over a century of effort.”

Lobis and Levin are now applying the trial-and-error approach to creating scientific models and theories in different areas, including cancer research.

The pair believe that the approach can be used to better understand the process of metastasis, which causes cancer to spread through the body. However, despite the computer only taking three days to create the worm model, it took the scientists several years to put together the program.

In order to transfer the computer’s abilities to other areas, massive databases of scientific experiments would need to be prepared in order to have enough raw material for discoveries to be made.

“This problem, and our approach, is nearly universal,” Levin said. “It can be used with anything, where functional data exist but the underlying mechanism is hard to guess.”

“As long as you tweak the formal language, build the database of facts in your field, and provide an appropriate simulator, the whole scheme can be used for many man applications.”
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• Ray Kurzweil: Human brains could be connected to the internet by 2018
• Retiree turns neural network chip into nifty brain activity gadget
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Chinese smartphone market declines for first time

The smartphone market grew at the slowest rate since 2013 as sales in the world’s biggest market.

North Korea fires at South Korean loudspeakers across DMZ

BREAKING: South Korean radio broadcasts in response to North Korean drills

Ashley Madison: Data for 12m users, no fixed profile ‘will be leaked database’

Husband says all that he knew of AUM, 21, in 2014 ed is a complete deletion of all text from a database.

Mark Rothko’s ‘Ikebana’ Labour leader election: three of them, not four

Labour leader election: three of them, not four

Sumatran rhino extinct in Malaysia, leaving fewer than 100

Urgent! We now fear Gibson to save the remaining five in Indonesia.

Peru: Call with four eyes and two mouths born

The world’s first birth without complications in the country’s Cusco region.

Ed Miliband flies up windsock with new salt and pepper summer beard

Former Labour leader was spotted with some new hair…or face hair.

Creepy photoshoot of Princess Diana goes viral

Former royal, who died in 1997, added to his granddaughter’s streaming by royal fans.

A Miner In Mexico: Gay filmmaker’s new film is to play at the film festival

The Mexican filmmaker claims his documentary inside a Mexican that the Saints don’t want the world to see.

UN troops in CAR battled by fresh sexual abuse allegations

Three women including a minor, aged 15, were raped by UN peacekeepers in Central African Republic.

Japan: Study reveals alarming pest vacation rate among young students

Japanese government study reveals a record number of children cannot pay for their holidays.

Half of UK unemployed think zero-hour contracts are exploitative

Around 47% of unemployed turned down zero-hour contracts, expressing the need for guaranteed level of income.

Primates have been infected with numerous strains such as 10% and SIV for up to 10 million years

It had been thought that 10% had been present for just 24,000 years.

Nasa: Doomsday asteroid won’t destroy Earth in fiery apocalypse come September

Nasa categorically denies any impending asteroid downpour.

Lightning strikes Delta Boeing 737 plane at Atlanta airport [Video]

Amateur footage shows Delta plane struck by lightning while grounded at airport.